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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concepts of Lyapunov stability have given rise to many new notions that are important in 
applications. For example, partial stability, relative stability, conditional stability, and orbital 
stability, to name a few. To un i~ a variety of stability notions and offer a general framework for 
investigation, the concept of stability in terms of two measures has been proven very useful [i]. 
The basic idea of this concept is to study the qualitative behaviour of a map h along solutions 
of a systems of differential equations whose initial values are measured by a second map h0. By 
doing this, one may deal with, in a unified way, several concepts and associated problems, which 
are usually considered separately. This idea has been utilized extensively in recent years in the 
investigation of stability problems [1-11]. 
In this paper, we shall discuss stability properties in terms of two measures for two kinds 
of discrete systems, namely, ordinary discrete systems and Volterra-type discrete system. In 
Section 2, we shall introduce the concepts of stability in terms of two measures and related 
notions. We then establish, in Section 3, stability criteria for ordinary discrete systems by the 
method of Lyapunov functions, and finally, in Section 4, develop the corresponding stability 
criteria for Volterra-type discrete systems using Razumikhin techniques [12,13]. 
Consider the discrete system 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
zn+I = f (n,  zn), Zno == x0, (2.1) 
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and the discrete system of Volterra-type 
( ,) Xn+i = F n, xn, G(n, s, x, , Xno = Xo, (2.2) 
8~nO 
where f : Z + x R d - ,  R d, F : Z + x R d x R d, G : Z + x Z + x R d, f ,  F ,  and G are continuous 
in x. For (no, xo) • Z + x R d, we denote by xn = x(n, no,xo) the solution of (2.1) or (2.2) such 
that x(n0, no, xo) = Xo. Let us define the following classes of functions for later use. 
K= {a 
DK = {a 
r= {h 
• C[R+, R+] : a(u) is strictly increasing in u and a(0) = 0}; 
: Z + x R+ --* R+, a(n, u) • K for each n • Z+}; 
: Z + x R a --. R+, h(n, x) is continuous in x and inf h(n, x) = 0}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let h0, h E r .  Then, the discrete system (2.1) or (2.2) is said to be 
($1) (ho, h)-stable if, for each • > O, No E Z +, there exists a 6 = 6(N0,~) > 0 such that 
ho(no,xo) < 6 implies h(n, xn) < e for n _> no, where Xn = x(n, no,xo) IS any solution 
of (2.1) or (2.2); 
($2) (ho, h)-uafform/y stable ff the 6 in (Si) is independent of no; 
($3) (ho, h)-attractive if £or each no E Z + there exists a a = a(no) > 0 such that ho(no, Xo) < a 
implies l imn-.~ h(n, xn) = O; 
($4) (h0, h)-imfformly attractive ff there exists a > 0 such that for each r/ > 0 there exists 
a T = T(ri) > 0 such that for any no E Z +, ho(no,xo) < a implies h(n,x~) < ri for 
n >_ no + T; 
(Ss) ( ho, h )-asyraptotically stable if (S1) and ($3) hold together; 
(SB) (ho, h)-,mfform/y asymptotically stable ff (Sz) and ($4) hold together; 
($7) (ho, h)-tmstable ff ($1) fails to hold. 
Definition 2.1 describes the qualitative behaviour of a map h • F along solutions of system (2.1) 
or (2.2) whose initial values are measured by a second map h0 • r .  By using this definition, 
we can deal with, in a unified way, several concepts and associated problems, which are usually 
considered separately. It is easy to see that Definition 2.1 reduces to 
(1) the well-known stability of the trivial solution if h(x) = ho(x) = Ilzll, where II • II denotes 
the Euclidenn norm in Rn; 
(2) the stability of a prescribed motion xn if h(n, x) = ho(n, x) = IIx -5 .11;  
(3) the partial stability of the trivial solution if h(n, x) = Ilzll°, where II • I1° denotes the norm 
ofs  components of x, 1 < s < n, and ho(n,x) = Ilxll; 
(4) the stability of an invariant set A C R n if h(n,x)  = ho(n,x) = d(x,A),  where d(x,A)  is 
the distance of x from the set A; 
(5) the stability of a conditionally invariant set B with respect o A, where A C B C R n, if 
h(n, x) = d(x, B) and ho(n, x) = d(x, A); 
(6) orbital stability if h(n, x) = ho(n, x) = d(x, 7), where 7 is a given periodic orbit. 
Let V : Z + × R d --* R+, V(n, x) is continuous in x. We define the variation of V along solutions 
of system (2.1) by 
AV(2.1 )(n, Xn) -~-- V(n q- 1, f(n, xn)) - V(?~, xn) , (2.3) 
and system (2.2) by 
AV(2.2)(n, xn) = V n+l ,F  n, xn, G(n ,s ,x . )  - V(n, xn). 
\ $=nO 
(2.4) 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let h E r and V : Z + x R d -~ R+. Then, V(n, x) is said to be 
(i) h-positive definite he there exist p > 0 and b E K such that 
V(n, x) >_ b(h(n, x)) whenever h(n, x) < p; 
(ii) weakly h-decrescent ff there exist a > 0 and a E DK such that V(n,x) <_ a(n,h(n,x)), 
whenever h(n, x) < a; 
(iii) h-decrescent ff the function a in (ii) is independent of n. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let ho, h E r .  Then, ho is said to be 
(i) finer than h ff h is weakly ho-decrescent; 
(ii) uniformly finer ff h is ho-decrescent. 
3. STABIL ITY  CR ITERIA  
Let us first establish, in this section, some stability criteria for system (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(i) ho, h • r and ho is finer than h; 
(ii) V : Z + x R d --* R+, V(n,x) is continuous in x, h-positive definite and weakly 
ho-decrescent; 
(iii) AV(2.D(n,x) <_ O, (n,x) • s(h,p), where s(h,p) = {(n,x) • Z + x R d : h(n,x) < p, p > 0}. 
Then, system (2.1) is (ho, h)-stable. 
PROOF. By (ii), there exist 60, Po > O, a • DK, b • K such that 
V(n,x) <_ a(n, ho(n,x)), if ho(n,x) < ~fo (3.1) 
and 
Y(n, x) > b(h(n, x)), if h(n, x) < Po. (3.2) 
Also, by (i), there exist 61 > 0 and ¢ • DK such that 
h(n, x) <_ ¢(n, ho(n, x)), if ho(n, x) < 61. (3.3) 
Let ~ • (0,po) and no • Z + be given. There exists an ~f2 = 62(no,e) > 0 such that 
¢(no, 62) < Po and a(no, 62) < b(e). (3.4) 
Choose 6 = min{60, 61,62}. Let (no, xo) • Z + x R d such that ho(no, xo) < 6 and x ,  = x(n, no, xo) 
be any solution of (2.1). Then, by (3.1)-(3.4), we get 
b(h(no, Xno)) <- Y(no, Xno) <- a(no, ho(no, xo)) < b(e), 
which implies h(no, xno) < e. Suppose that there exists nl > no such that 
h(nl,x,1) >_ ~ and h(n, xn) < ~, for no _< n < nl. 
Then, using (iii), we see that V(n, xn) is nonincreasing for no _< n < nl. Thus, it follows 
from (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) that 
b(e) < b(h(nl,xn,)) <_ Y(nl,Xn,) <_ V(no,xo) < b(e), 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we must have 
h(n, xn) < e, n >_ no, 
and hence, system (2.1) is (ho, h)-stable. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that 
(i) ho, h • r and ho is uniform/y finer than h; 
(ii) V : Z + x R d --, R+, V(n,x) is continuous in x, h-positive definite and ho-decreseent; 
(iii) AY(2.1)(n,x ) ~_ 0, (n,x) • s(h,p). 
Then, system (2.1) is ( ho, h )-,nlformly stable. 
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PROOF. By (ii), there exist 8o,Po > 0 and a,b E K such that 
v(n, x) <_ a(he(n, =)), 
and 
V(n, x) >_ b(h(n, x)), 
By (i), there exists 61 > 0 and ¢ E K such that 
if he(n, =) < 60, 
if h(., =) < po. 
h(n, x) <_ ¢(he(n, z)), if he(n, x) < 61. 
Let e E (0, Po) be given. Then, there exists 62 > 0 such that 
(3.5) 
(3.o) 
(3.7) 
It this is not true, then by (ii) 
We claim that there exists an n*, no _< n* _< no + T, such 
he(n*, xn.) < 6. (3.9) 
AV(2.1)(n, Zn) ~ -c(6), n0 ~ n <_ no -~- T, 
which implies that 
V(no + T, Z.o + T) < V(no, =o) - Tc(6) < a(60) - Tc(6) < 0. 
This contradiction shows that (3.9) is true. Thus, we have 
h(n, z . )  < e, n >_ no + T, 
and hence, system (2.1) is (he, h)-uniformly asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that all conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Suppose further, that there 
exists a function W : Z + x tF ~ --, R such that W(n, x) is continuous in x, bounded fxom below 
on s(h, p) and 
~wc2.1) (n, =) _< -p.c(he(.,=)) +q.,  (-,=) e s(h,p), 
where pn , qn <_ O, Y~-~=o Pn = oo, and Y~.~fo qn < co. Then, system (2.1) is ( ho, h )-attractive. 
get no greater than a(6o)/C(6). 
that 
which implies that h(no, Xno) < e. The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that 
(i) Conditions (i),O0 of Theorem 3.2 hold; 
(") ~2.1)  (n, =) _< -c(he(n,z)), c e K, (n,=) e s(h,p). 
System (2.1) IS (/to, h )-unfform/y asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. By (i), (3.1)-(3.7) hold, and (he, h)-uniform stability follows from Theorem 3.2. Thus, 
for Po > 0, there exists 60 = 6o(Po) > 0 such that he(no, zo) < 60 implies that h(n,z) < Po for 
all n _> no, where xn = z(n, no,zo) is any solution of (2.1). 
For any given e E (0,p o), let 6 = 6(e) > 0 be the same as defined in the definition of 
(he, h)-unlform stability. Choose T = [a(6o)/C(6)] + 1, where [. ] stands for the greatest inte- 
b(h(no, xno)) <_ V(no,x0) _< a(he(no,xo)) < b(e), 
Choose 6 = min{6o, 61, 62}. Let (no, xo) E Z + x R d with he(no, Zo) < 6 and Zn = z(n, no, zo) be 
a solution of (2.1). Then, it follows from (3.5)-(3.8) that 
¢(62) < ,oo and ~(a2) < b(e). (3.S) 
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PROOF. By Theorem 3.2, system (2.1) is (ho, h)-uniformly stable. Thus, for Po > 0, there exists 
a ~0 = ~o(Po) > 0 such that ho(no, xo)6o implies 
h(n, xn) < Po, n > no, 
where xn = x(n, no, Xo) is any solution of (2.1). 
Let ~ E (0,p o) be given and 6 = 6(~) > 0 be the same as defined in the definition of 
(ho, h)-unfform stability. We claim that there exists a n* > no such that 
ho(n*,xn.) < 6. (3.10) 
If this is not true, then ho(n,z,~) > 5, for all n > no. By the assumption of the theorem, we have 
for m > 0, 
no-t-rn nO+~T* 
W(no + m, X,,o + m) <_ w(no, zo) - p.c(ho(n, x.))  + q. 
n'~'rlo n =ffi't'80 
no+m no+m 
< w(no, o)-c(5) p. + q., 
n~nO n~t)  
which implies that limsupn_.oo W(n, xn) = -co.  This is a contradiction. Thus, (3.10) is true, 
and hence, 
h(n, zn) < e, n > n*. 
Since e is arbitrary, we conclude that limn-.oo h(n, z , )  = 0, and thus, system (2.1) is (ho, h)- 
attractive. 
THEOREM 3.5. If, in Theorem 3.4, Pn is periodic and W ( n,x ) is ho-decrescent, then system (2.1) 
is ( ho , h )-nniformly attractive. 
PROOF. Since W(n, x) is ho-decrescent, there exists a 51 > 0 and ¢ E K such that 
W(n,x) < ¢(ho(n,x)), if ho(n,z) < 51. 
By (ho, h)-uniform stability, there exists a 5o E (0, 51) such that ho(no, zo) < 5o implies 
h(n, xn) < Po, n > no, 
for any solution xn = x(n, no,Xo) of (2.1). 
Let N be the period of Pn, a = ~'~ffffio PJ and M = Y]~7-o qn. 
Let ~ E (0, Po) be given and 5 = 8(e) be the same as defined in the definition of (ho, h)-uniform 
stability. Since ~ > 0, there exists a positive integer m such that 
mac(5) > ~b(5o) + M. (3.11) 
Choose T = raN. Let xn = x(n, no,xo) be any solution of (2.1) with ho(no, xo) < 50. We claim 
that there exists an n*, no < n* < no + T such that ho(n*,xn.) < 5. If this is not true, then 
ho(n, zn) > 8 for no < n < no + T. Thus, 
no+raN noq-mN 
W(no + T, xno+T) < W(no, xo) - E pnc(ho(n, xn)) + E qn 
n -~- r to  W,~--W,O 
no +raN 
< r~(ho(no, Xo)) - c(5) ~ Pr, + M 
t~t~ 0 
_< ¢(50)  - c(~)ma + M < O, 
which is contradiction. Thus, our claim is true and by uniform stability, h(n, zn) < e, n >_ no+T. 
Hence, system (2.1) is (ho, h)-uniformly attractive. 
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4. STABIL ITY  CR ITERIA  FOR VOLTERRA-TYPE 
D ISCRETE SYSTEMS 
In this section, we shall develop the corresponding stability criteria for system (2.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
(i) ho, h e r and ho is finer than h; 
(ii) V : Z + x R d --, R+, V(n,x) is continuous in x, wes2xly ho-decrescent and 
V(n, x) > b(h(n, z)), b e K; 
(iii) ~V(2.2)(n,x.) < 0, whenever (n,x.) E s(h,p) and P(V(n + 1,Xn+l)) > V(s,z.) for 
n, <_ s <_ n, nl >_ no, where P : (0, so) -4 (0, c~) with P(s) > s for s > 0 and z .  is any 
solution of (2.2). 
Then, system (2.2) is (ho, h )-stable. 
PROOF. By (ii), there exist 60, a E DK, such that 
V(n,x) <_ a(n, ho(n,x)), if ho(n,x) < 60. (4.1) 
Also, by (i), there exist 61 > 0 and ¢ e DK, such that 
h(n,z) <_ 4~(n, ho(n,x)), if ho(n,x) < 61. (4.2) 
Let • E (0, p) and no E Z + be given. There exists an 62 = 62(no, e) > 0 such that 
a(no, 62) < b(e). (4.3) 
Choose 6 = min{6o, 61, 62). Let (no, Xo) E Z + x R d such that ho(no, Xo) < 6 and z ,  = z(n, no, Zo) 
be any solution of (2.2). Then, by (4.1)-(4.3), we get 
b(h(no, z.o)) <_ V(no,z,o) <_ a(no,ho(no, Zo)) < b(e), 
which implies h(no,z,o) < e. 
Next, we shall show that 
h(n, x . )  < e, n > no. 
By (ii), we see that it is sufficient to show that 
V(n, z,)  < b(e), for all n >_ no. (4.4) 
Suppose that there exists n, > no such that 
V(n, x.)  < b(e), for no < n < n,, 
and 
V(nl + 1,xnx+l) > b(e). (4.5) 
Then, we have 
P(V(nl + l,zn,+l)) > V(nl + l,x.,+l) _> b(e) > V(s,z.), for no _< s _< nl. 
Thus, using (iii), we obtain 
V(nl + 1,Z,,+l) < V(nl,Z.,) < b($), 
which contradicts (4.5), and hence, system (2.2) is (h0, h)-stable. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that 
(i) ho, h • F and ho is unfform/y finer than h; 
(ii) V : Z + x tt 4 --. R+, V(n,x) is continuous ha x, ho-deerescent and V(n,z)  > b(h(n,z)), 
bEK;  
(iii) AV(2.2)(n,z.) < O, whenever (n,z.) E s(h,p) and P(V(n + l,Z.+l)) > V(s,z.) for 
nl < s < n, nl >_ no, where P : (0, co) --, (0, oo) with P(s) > s for s > O, and zn is any 
solution of (2.2). 
Then, system (2.2) is ( ho, h )-.nlformly stable. 
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PROOF. By (ii), there exists 60 and a E K such that 
V(n, x) <_ a(ho(n, x)), if ho(n, x) < 60. (4.6) 
By (i), there exists 61 > 0 and ¢ • K such that 
h(n, x) < ¢(ho(n, x)), if ho(n, x) < 61. (4.7) 
Let ¢ E ( 0, Po) be given. Then, there exists 62 > 0 such that 
¢(62) < P0 and a(62) < b(¢). (4.8) 
Choose 6 = min{6o,6t,62}. Let (no,xo) • Z + × R ~ with ho(no,xo) < 6 and xn = x(n, no, xo) be 
a solution of (2.2). Then, it follows from (4.6)-(4.8) that 
b(h(no, xno)) <_ Y(no,xo) <_ a(ho(no,xo)) < b(¢), 
which implies that h(no,Xno) < ¢. The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that 
(i) Conditions (i),(ii) of Theorem 4.2 hold; 
(ii) AY(2.2)(•,xn ) _< -c(ho(n,x,)), whenever (n,x,) • s(h,p) and P(V(n + 1,Xn+l)) > 
V(s, xa) for nl < s < n, nl >_ no, where P : (0,c¢) ~ (0, oo) with P(s) > s for s > O, 
c e K and x ,  is any solution of (2.2). 
Then, system (2.2) is ( ho, h )-uniformly asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. By (i), (4.6)-(4.8) hold. (ho, h)-uniform stability follows from Theorem 4.2. Thus, for 
Po • C0,p), there exists Q = ~o(po) > 0 such that ho(no,xo) < ~o implies that h(n, xn) < Po for 
all n >_ no, where xn = x(n, no,xo) is any solution of (2.2). 
For any given ¢ > 0 such that ¢ < Po and b(¢) < a(po), let 6 = 6(¢) > 0 be defined the same as 
in the definition (ho, h)-uniform stability. Then, from the proof of Theorem 4.2, it follows that 
ho(no, xo) < 5 implies 
h(n, xn) < ¢ and V(n, xn) < a(po), for all n > no. (4.9) 
In view of the assumptions on P(u), there is a positive number 
= inf {P(u) - u}, 
b(e)<u<a(po) 
such that 
P(u) > u + 8, if b(e) < u < a(po). 
Furthermore, there exists a positive integer N satisfying the inequality 
b(e) + N~ > a(po). (4.10) 
If, for some n > no, we have V(n, xn) >_ b(¢), then a(ho(n,x,)) >_ (n,x,) >_ b(¢) or ho(n, xn) >_ 
a-l(b(¢)) ~f ~7(¢) = ~. Thus, 
c(ho(n, x,))  _> c(~?), (4.11) 
where c(~) depend on ¢ only. Setting 
ni=no+i[aCP°) l  i = 0,1,2, . .  N, 
L c(,) J' " '  
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where [. ] denotes the greatest integer function. We claim that 
h(n, xn) < e, for n >_ no + T, 
where T = N[a(po)/e(~)]. It is sufiicient o show that 
V(n, xn)<b(e)+(N-i) /3,  n>n, ,  i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  (4.12) 
From (4.10) and (4.12), we have 
V(n, x . )  < 5(~) + U/3, n > no, 
which implies that (4.14) holds for n -- 0. Suppose that for some i, 0 _< i < N, we have 
V(n, x . )  < b(~) + (N - 0/3, n >_ n~. 
First, we have to show that there exists h E [hi,hi+l] such that 
V(fi, zn) < b(,) + (N - i - 1)/3. (4.13) 
If this is not true, then 
V(n, x,) > b(e) + (N - i - 1)/3, for all n > hi. (4.14) 
By (4.9) and (4.14), we have 
b(~) <_ V( . ,  z . )  < a(po), n >_ hi. 
Thus, 
P(V(n+I, zn+I)) >_ V(n+l, Zn+l)+/3 > b(e)+(N-i)/3 > V(s,x,), for n~ < s < n, n > ni. 
Using (iii), we obtain 
tt i+K 
V(ni + K + 1,Zn,+K+l) <_ V(rti,zn,) -- E c(ho(j, xj)) 
J=='¢l,i 
< a(po) - (K + 1)e(t/) < 0, 
if K = [a(po)/c(t/)]. This contradiction shows that (4.13) is true. 
Next, we want to show that (4.13) implies that 
V(n, z . )  < b(.) + (N - i - 1)/3, n _> ~, ~ e [n~, n~+~]. 
Suppose that this is not true, then there is some n' > h such that 
V(n ,x . )  < b(.) + (N - i - 1)/3, ~ _< n < n', 
but 
vCn'  + 1 ,x . ,+~)  > b(e) + (N  - i - 1)~. 
Thus, 
P(V(n' + 1,x, ,+1))  > V(n' + 1,x,,,+1) >_ b(,) + (N - d - 1)/3 > V(s ,x . ) ,  
(4.16) 
~. < s < n' .  
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Then, using (iii), we get 
V(n' + 1, xn,+l) _< V(n',xn,) < b(e) + (N - i - 1)/3, 
which contradicts (4.15). Hence, we have proved 
V(n, xn) < b(e) + (N - i - 1)/3, n > m+l. 
By induction, we see that (4.12) is true for any i = 0,1, 2 , . . . ,  N. Thus, we have 
V(n, xn) < b(e), n >_ nN, 
h(n, Xn) < e, n > no + T, 
or  
and hence, system (2.2) is (he, h)-uniformly asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that all conditions of Theorem 4.2 hold. Suppose further that there 
exists a function W : Z + x R d --* R such that W(n, x) is continuous in z, bounded from below 
on s(h,p), W(n, Xn) is nondeereasing in n and 
AW(z2) (n, Xn) < -pnc(ho(n, an)) + qn, 
whenever (n, xn) E s(h,p) and P(W(n + 1,Xn+l ) )  > W(s ,x . )  for nl < s < n, nl >_ no, where 
Pn, qn > O, Y]~ffioPn = co, Y']~ffio qn < e~, P : (O,e~) --* (O,e~) with P(s) > s for s > O, c E K 
and xn is any solution of (2.2). 
Then, system (2.2) is (he, h )-attractive. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.2, system (2.2) is (ho, h)-uniformly stable. Thus, for Po > 0, there exists 
a 60 = 6o(Po) > 0 such that he(no, zo) < 60 implies 
h(n, xn) < Po, n > no, 
where xn = x(n, no, Zo) is any solution of (2.2). 
Let e E (0, Po) be given and 6 = di(e) > 0 be the same as defined in the definition of 
(he, h)-uniform stability. We claim that there exists a n* _> no such that 
ho(n*,xn.) < 6. (4.16) 
If this is not true, then he(n, zn) >_ 6, for all n > no. Since W(n, Zn) is nondecreasing in n, 
P(W(n + l,Zn+l)) > W(n + l,xn+l) > W(s, x6), no < s "~ n. 
By the assumption of the theorem, we have for m > O, 
no+m no+rn 
+m,  Zno+,n) _< W(no, XO) -- p,.,cCheCn, x,.,)) + qn 
n~!r l ,  0 n~' l ' I to  
no+m no+m 
< W(no, xo) -c (6 )  E Pn + Z qn, 
nzn  O liffiffit% 0 
which implies that l lmsupn_,~ W(n, Xn) = -eo.  Tb.is is a contradiction. Thus, (4.16) is true, 
and hence, 
h(n, xn) < e, n > n*. 
Since e is arbitrary, we conclude that limn-.oo h(n, xn) = 0, and thus, system (2.2) is (he, h)- 
attractive. 
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THEOREM 4.5. If, in Theorem 4.4, Pn is periodic and Win, x) is ho-decrescent, then system (2.2) 
is ( ho, h )-Imiformly attractive. 
PROOF. Since W(n, x) is ho-decrescent, there exists a 51 > 0 and ¢ E K such that 
W(n, x) <_ ¢(ho(n, x)), if ho(n, x) < 51. 
By (ho, h)-uniform stability, there exists a 6o E (0, 61) such that hoino, xo) < 5o implies 
h(n, zn) < Po, n >_ no, 
for any solution xn = xin, no, Zo) of (2.2). 
N Let N be the period ofpn, a = T]~j=oPJ and M = ~,~--oqn. Let • E (0,po) be given and 
5 = 5(2) be the same as defined in the definition of (ho, h)-unlform stability. 
Since a > 0, there exists a positive integer m such that 
mac(6) > ~b(5o) + M. (4.17) 
Choose T = raN. Let zn = x(n, no,xo) be any solution of (2.2) with hoino, xo) < 6o. We claim 
that there exists an n*, no _< n* _< no + T such that ho(n*,xn.) < 6. If this is not true, then 
ho(n, xn) >_ 5 for no <_ n < no + T. 
Since W(n, zn) is nondecreasing in n, 
P(W(n -I- 1,Xn+l)) > Win -I- 1, Zn+l) _> W(s,z,) .  
By the assumption of the theorem, we have 
W(no ..I- T, ~,no+T) ~-- W(71o, zo) - 
no+raN no+raN 
~=znO ~,z=nO 
no+raN 
<: ¢(ho(no, xo)) - c(6) E Pn + M 
n==fZ0 
_< ¢(60) - c(5)ma + M < O, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, 
ho(n*,x,,.) < 6 
which implies 
and h(n, xn) < e, n ~ n*, 
h(n, xn) < ~, n > no + T. 
Thus, system (2.2) is (ho, h)-uniformly attractive. 
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